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Want more earning power without paying big bucks for an MBA? Get a business certificate, some
South Florida employers say.

More advanced than a bachelor's degree but not quite a master's, the certificate bills itself as a
tool for promotion in today's competitive job market. And employers value certificates in the
workplace, where experience used to trump education in certain fields.

``Before, we did hire based on experience, but we're in a different era now,'' said Aileen Diaz,
director of human relations at Homestead-based Community Bank. ``You need experience but
you also need that educational background because technology more than anything has brought
us to a place where you need to think outside the box.''

South Florida business schools offer a variety of certificates, from hands-on bank loan review
certificates to graduate business certificates that can lead to full-fledged MBAs. Some cater to
highly specific fields, while others allow students to take core business classes and use those
credits toward a master's degree.

Now, many South Florida business schools -- including University of Miami, Florida International
University, Nova Southeastern University, St. Thomas University and Miami Dade College -- offer
certificates that broaden workers' skill sets.

They range in subject areas from loan review to international economics to six sigma, a
management strategy designed to increase productivity.

Across the board, they have grown in popularity as the recession sent workers scrambling for job
security and new regulation standards forced bankers to get up to speed. Applications for FIU's
graduate certificates increased nine percent in Fall 2010 compared to that time last year, while
University of Miami's enrollment grew 35 percent in 2010.

``You might be accounting today and work at marketing tomorrow,'' said Anuj Mehrotra, vice
dean of graduate business programs at University of Miami. ``In this economy, people realize that
and are trying to prepare for that.''

University of Miami began offering certificates in 2007 because administrators noticed more
South Florida students who couldn't commit to the full MBA, but wanted core business classes.

Unlike non-credit certificates, UM's certificates allow students to continue on to a full MBA.
Applicants must have a bachelor's degree and submit a résumé, transcript and $50 application
fee.

Once admitted, students take four courses. Each class takes 40 hours to complete, and students
can choose to continue on to the MBA or not.
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They pay the same per credit as the MBA -- $1,538. The certificate classes are also identical to
the MBA's core curriculum, and they teach students the basic branches of a corporation.

``You're able to spot win-win scenarios and spot things that are more revenue-generating if you
can understand the other functions in a corporation,'' Mehrotra said.

These certificates are geared toward students like Jaime Bautista, who wanted to earn an MBA
ever since he graduated college.

``Unfortunately, trying to balance work, life and school is not an easy task,'' said Bautista, who
has worked at Telemundo Network Group for 16 years. After years of wishing for more education,
his company now supports his tuition as he studies for his UM graduate business certificate.

``At work you can learn everything, but the theory gives you a different perspective,'' said
Bautista, vice president of operations regulatory compliance at the Hialeah office, ``and that
combination makes you a more valueable commodity.''

Core business certificates, such as UM's graduate business certificate, prepare students for
leadership positions later on by giving them an overview, whereas specialized certificates, such
as Nova Southeastern's master certificate in supply management, strengthen workers' expertise
within their fields.

``It validates the knowledge that person possesses, which helps you do your job and grow the
organization,'' Diaz said.

Felicia Gipson-Williams was required by her employer to get such a certificate, but she's happy
she spent eight hours at Nova Southeastern University for five Saturdays to learn more about
project management.

It'll give her ``a little more security'' at work, said Gipson-Williams, a project manager at Verizon
Business in Fort Lauderdale. ``If you take this course and you read the three gigantic books,
your employer can only believe that there's some dedication there.''

For a project management certificate, Nova students pay $2,295 for tuition and materials.
Students take 40 hours of classes and earn 3.5 continuing education units that usually can't
transfer to other graduate-level programs.

Demand for those focused certificates surged in the '80s, when businesses grew more
complicated, said Ivan Figueroa, chairman of the Miami Dade College School of Business at the
Kendall campus.

And workers like Kim Motta have collected specialized certificates. In her Homestead office at
Community Bank, Motta, a loan review director, has hung seven certificates on her wall, and six
of them are from Miami Dade College. They include consumer lending, bank operations, and
general banking certificates.

``Banking is what I do, so I wanted to excel in what I do,'' said Motta, who has worked in banking
since 1984.

But hiring managers said that not all degrees, diplomas and certificates are created equal. Diaz
at Community Bank said she would look more favorably on a master's degree than a certificate,
while Javier Ortiz, director of human relations in Telemundo's Hialeah office, said experience still
outweighs any education from his hiring perspective.
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Ortiz also said he puts certificates and MBAs on the same level. To him, any schooling shows
commitment.

``That takes dedication from that student to want to do better, to want to grow, looking for better
opportunities down the road,'' he said. ``You might have put other things aside to go to a
program like this.''

Because of the high premium assigned to experience, non-credit and credit certificates both
accommodate a full-time worker's schedule.

That's how Motta found the time to earn seven certificates and get promoted while studying.

``I wanted to be the director of loan review and I was promoted to it because of my education,''
she said.
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